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What if to protect your child, you had to keep him secret?ConorI'm going to make her scream my

name, and tease her until she begs me to fill her up, inch by filthy inch. Mikhail Antonov stole his

daughter from me once, but fate's given me a second chance and this time he doesn't get a say.Her

dad's a f**king bully. The rest of this crooked town might be terrified of him, but not me. Not now I've

found Maya. Mikhail doesn't know it yet, but if he lays a hand on my woman, he's dead. I'm going to

make her mine again, and he's not going to stop me â€“ even if he does run the Russian mob.If he

stands in my way, I'll burn his town to the ground.MayaConor Regan saved me twice before he

even said hello. He made me happy for the first time I could remember. But then my mobster dad

took it all away. When I saw Conor fighting in that cage four years later, it was everything Iâ€™d

always wantedâ€¦and everything Iâ€™d ever feared.Now we're balanced on a knife edge, with

danger lurking on either side. Conor's like a drug to me, but every time I let him inside me, I'm

risking everything I hold dear. I want him more than life itself, but I've got a secret that might ruin

everythingâ€¦He's a dad.Brawler's Baby is a standalone secret baby romance, the first in the Mob

City series. Holly doesn't do cliffhangers, and she guarantees an HEA every time. Hitman's Baby,

the next Mob City book, will be out in late June.Free bonus book at the end: Missing in Action - A

Military Romance.
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Once I started , I couldn't put it down!!!! Love the passion between the characters. The story line

was incredible and the love scenes were AWESOME. Ms. Hart, you have got what it takes for this

journey. People that can't finish a book, have no right to leave reviews.( eye roll). I cannot wait for

the second book. I was given this book for an HONEST review. I loved Conner. He's a fighter,

smart, cocky, man wh#re, drunkard and trying to fill an empty hole in his heart. That empty hole is

Maya!!! She left him in Dublin , and he came to America and looked for her while fighting in the ring

all over the US. He wins a fight that he was supposed to loose. The Russian mob bet a lot of money

on the other guy and they lost thousands. Maya is at this fight with her very abusive mob father.

Connor get a drink at the bar afterwards and her father approaches Conner. Connor knows who he

is but doesn't give him the respect of a mob boss. But then Maya walks in and she pleads with her

eyes not to act like he knows her. Connors heart is jumping out of his chest but manages to slip her

a note for where he's staying. When she shows up , he wants answers but he'd really wants to jump

her bones all at the same time. Their love scenes are incredibly written. Almost had to put my kindle

down.I highly recommend this book for anyone who loves, action,thrilling, great sexy time and

HEA!!!!

This book is about Maya, a mobsters daughter who is stuck in a terrible situation, and Conor, a Irish

fighter looking for the woman who disappeared. Maya and Conor had a relationship four years ago

in Dublin before her father, Mob boss Mikhail Antonov, forced her to return home. This relationship

produced a child, Eamon, and Maya will do anything to protect that child. Conor and Maya

reconnect almost right away however, Maya doesn't tell him about Eamon. This book has a great

deal of action, adventure, and romance in it and I really liked that. I liked the back and forth between

Maya and Conor, they weren't sure if they could trust each other anymore or if the feeling were still

there. Mikhail was a great evil character and I liked reading everything that happens to him. This

was a good book and I loved reading about this couple. I received an ARC in exchange for a honest

review. I look forward to reading more from this author.

For Conor and Maya's story it began when they were teens in Ireland. They were ripped apart by



her mobster father and they didn't find each other again for four years. They battled against her

father and his mobsters to get back together. Conor finally met his son Eamon. Truly happy ending.

Received a free book for an honest review.

Once I started , I couldn't put it down!!!! Love the passion between the characters. The story line

was incredible and the love scenes were AWESOME. Ms. Hart, you have got what it takes for this

journey. People that can't finish a book, have no right to leave reviews.( eye roll). I cannot wait for

the second book. I was given this book for an HONEST review. I loved Conner. He's a fighter,

smart, cocky, man wh#re, drunkard and trying to fill an empty hole in his heart. That empty hole is

Maya!!! She left him in Dublin , and he came to America and looked for her while fighting in the ring

all over the US. He wins a fight that he was supposed to loose. The Russian mob bet a lot of money

on the other guy and they lost thousands. Maya is at this fight with her very abusive mob father.

Connor get a drink at the bar afterwards and her father approaches Conner. Connor knows who he

is but doesn't give him the respect of a mob boss. But then Maya walks in and she pleads with her

eyes not to act like he knows her. Connors heart is jumping out of his chest but manages to slip her

a note for where he's staying. When she shows up , he wants answers but he'd really wants to jump

her bones all at the same time. Their love scenes are incredibly written. Almost had to put my kindle

down.I highly recommend this book for anyone who loves, action,thrilling, great sexy time and

HEA!!!!

This book was written by one of my new favorite authors. Excellent Bad Boy Romance about MMA

and the Russian mob. Connor loved Maya to distraction four years ago before her nasty piece of

work, father, stole her away. Now it is retribution time as Connor finds her again on the MMA circuit.

I received an ARC in lieu of an honest review. Then I bought my own copy. I honestly love this story

and this author!

Really great read. I was so impressed with how I was drawn in. I think I spent the last few chapters

biting my nails. I'm hoping there is a novella somewhere in the future. I'd love to see where Conor

and Maya end up. I'm not convinced their journey is done.

Very gritty telling of MMA fighting and mob life. I loved Conor's humor as well as how his mind

works-faster talker and a fast study to win his fights. Maya was the woman that got away, he knew

her as Rachel when they met in Dublin, he searched for after she left, and when he couldn't find her



he turned to a hard life of drinking, drug and women. Maya's life hasn't been all roses either, being a

Russian mafia princess was a harsh life, especially with a hard violent father. Intense adventure with

humor mixed in makes this an entertaining read.***I was given an ARC in exchange for an honest

review****
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